
 

My RV Maintenance Schedule 

(Dates in red are when I last performed maintenance or important notes) 

(I follow the Mopar maintenance schedule for the Ram truck) 

 

Contacts: 

 Kyle at Trailer Repair and Maintenance 3224 East FM 1988, Livingston Texas 936-329-0839. Inspection and 
repairs but not tires. Does inspection and don’t forget to bring current insurance cards. 

 Larry at Cook Tires and Service, Livingston Texas. 
 Tishomingo RV Repair. 662-443-2183. 1340 MS-25, Tishomingo MS 38873 
 Danny Smith at Service Center 256-668-2087 
 Roadmaster 1-800-669-9690 
 Vanleigh Customer Service 662-331-2933  (parts is Bobby Jo) 
 Lippert Customer Service– 432-547-7378 
 Lippert Parts 574-537-8900 
 VANLEIGH Technical Support 662-594-2291 or emergency support 256-275-2091 
 https://affinityrvgroup.com/ in Indiana for repairs 
 Christina at H.P. Products for Dirt Devil CV1500 with Vroom RV #9870 retractable hose assembly. 330-875-5556. 

Notes: 

 To adjust window shades.  Left wheel is speed and right wheel is height shade goes to or clear knob are for 
height adjustment/limit while black knob is speed. 

 Toilet is a Thetford Model 42062 Style 2. Waste ball seal is 42141 or kit 34120. 

Trailer Mileage: 9/11/22 while parked at America’s Best in Branson – 15,929 accumulated. Put new tires on at 
Stagecoach 2/3/22 at 14,345 miles traveled. 

Hitch:  Visual check security before each move. Do maintenance every three months to six.  

 Every three months. (3/30/22) 
o Wipe off old grease before applying new. Use white lithium spray grease on rubber bushing on hitch 

shoulders – Might go to every 6 months on this but will check since last application. Was almost seven 
months between treatments last time and it really needed it. 

o Use automotive chassis grease on inside jaws or pin every three months or when I can see they need it  
 Every six months: (8/16/21)  

o Check eight bolts that are used on handles and base where it attaches to truck. Set at 80 foot pounds 
every six months. (done 8/16/21 None loose) 

o Use automotive chassis grease in zerk fitting under hitch head (done on 3/30/22) 
 I’ve been using red high speed grease, need to check and make sure that is okay as there is grey 

color the manufacturer used. Owner’s manual says use a multipurpose grease. 
 As grease gun is out this is good time to grease shackles which is done every 6 months. 
 The owner’s manual actually says do all this every three months. That was excessive in our case 

because we do not tow every day. 
o Bolts used on the hitch arms are set at 110 foot pounds (Done 8/16/21) 

Inside Misc.– Check at various times 



 Clean microwave vent filters that’s above stove (Karen handles this) 
 Relative humidity of 60% is best or less. In cold climates it might need to be at 35%. I just watch for window 

fogging inside and act accordingly. Usually I can open roof vent and turn on fan. 
 Everything I read says just use mild soap and water on the fake leather furniture. Don’t use any treatments. 

(Karen handles this) 
 Fabrics inside for draperies, headboard and valances contain fire-retardant. Dry Clean Only. 
 Check sealant around tub and shower. We don’t have any as ours is one piece. 
 Periodically vacuum the Furrion electric fireplace to include air intake. (Karen handles this) 
 Touch-up wood with honey oak or golden oak wood stain pin. 
 Clean heat vent along floor. They get dusty inside. Only long vents are assessable. Looked good after 2.5 years of 

usage.  (7/26/21) 
 Dirt Devil whole house vacuum. May be a filter under bag in basement check and clean? Note, whole house 

vacuum will shut off if bag is full as it has a thermal protector. Karen tells me when to change it. 

Detectors: - Annually (8/3/22) 

 CO/LP gas detector is self-contained and do not require maintenance. But need to test 9 volt. Push button to 
test and will peep twice. 

 Smoke detector uses a 9-volt battery but is attached to house battery. 
 Wipe dust off both units. 

Black and Grey Tank  - As needed 

o The GEO method should be used on moving day in order to let the water treatment slosh around in the tanks.  
Then dump the tanks and then use them as normal.  

o Use GEO method. Add 1 cup Calgon Water Softener, 1 cup Dawn.  Then add water to tank to 67% and dump. 
o Some say just use the GEO method at first until your gauges read properly. Then treat with GEO method every 

three dumps. 

Washing and Waxing Outside annually –Waxed ending 2/14/22.  

 Manual suggests using baby shampoo on side walls. Some add one cup vinegar to the mix so it will not leave 
water spots and boost the soaps cleaning ability. Baby shampoo is supposed to not leave a film. 

 I pay particular attention to the front cap.  
 Many, to include me for now, are using Wash and Wax by Aero Cosmetics at times when campground will not 

let you wash. I love this stuff although I still think paste wax is better in the long run and therefore still hand wax 
the rig.   

 I will no longer wash with any kind of brush, to include the truck. The bristles wear out in time and will damage. I 
use a good quality lambswool. Such as one sold by Mary Poppins. Our manual also says water spots will damage 
the RV over time just like a shower door. So, add vinegar to water, wash when not hot and/or use a cotton towel 
to dry. You could also use a squeegee and make sure to only wash an area you will be able to quickly dry.  

o I use my soft bristle brush on the roof now. 
 Don’t dry a microfiber towel on high heat. They are made of polyester and will melt and lose their porosity.  

Outside Misc. 

 LP Gas regulator – make sure holes on bottom are not blocked - did not find even dust. Check annually. Replaced 
regulator in 2021. Inspected 8/12/2022.  

 LP Gas lines check every three months with soap and water. Seems extreme to me. Soap and water does not 
work for minor leaks. Follow your nose. (checked 1/20/20 and every time I open a tank storage door) 

 I use Camco PowerGrip electrical protectant and lube on the main power electric plug at post. Makes it easier to 
pull out but can collect dirt if contacts the soil. 



 Check caulked seals on outside of rig such as around windows and corners. (2/22)  
o Roof inspection is under another category. 
o I do this whenever I’m drying the trailer as well. Vanleigh uses Tremtec TremPro black and neutral 

colors. 
o Parbond is the sealant used on top of windows outside. See page 99 in manual. 

 Periodically go around outside of RV with a screwdriver and check for screws that may have backed out. (3/22) 
Only found two barely loose which was on plastic trim and glued head down.  I had one break off that was not 
that critical, but I put some silicon over the hole where base of screw remained.  

 Annually Crawl under and check frame and all metal for signs of rust and paint.  I used Black Krylon Automotive 
Acrylic Enamel gloss paint.  The first time I did it after about 10 months I used an entire can of paint, second 
time was about 10 months and used another can. Third time used less than a can. (10/4/21) 

 Twist-on sewer gate and other connection rubber gaskets. Clean them periodically, especially if twist-on sewer 
gate is sticking. (9/24/21 – I’ve heard never use a petroleum based lubricant to include Vaseline. ) 

 Clean two roof vent fan blades (5/24/21) – Kind of a bitch to get to with cover. Went nearly 2 years and looked 
okay.  Clean every 18 months for now. 

o Nothing in owners manual that says required lubrication actual motor. 
o Lubricate/protect rubber seal where skylight comes down around vent opening.   

 Periodically check plugs for hitch and truck 7 pin area for corrosion. Spray with cleaner. (3/30/22) I used that 
special grease for electrical. 

 
Basement Inspection and Items – Behind Wall – (3/3/22) – all good, not need to replace any connectors. 

 I added this because one really needs to keep an eye of water fittings. Keep a special eye on hot water fittings. I 
moved one around and got it to weep water. 

 The Shoreline power cord real requires no maintenance other than inspecting cord for damage. I use a damp rag 
and wipe off cord every time it is retracted. I also check for buildup of dirt when I am doing basement 
inspections. 

 12 volt water pump inlet side filter (in plastic twist off cub). First time I checked was 18 months and found only 
twisted plastic waste, presumably from when factory did hookups to the plastic freshwater tank.  Inside the cub 
is a metal filter piece.  (11/18/21) – there was nothing in it. 

Furnace – During heating season (4/21) 

 Inspect vent for soot. If found call a service agency as this is sign combustion is incomplete – ours vents out the 
side.  Also make sure no insects have built next in the vent. If furnace not burning right you will see suit outside. 

 Periodically observe main burner flame to assure it is burning with a hard-blue flame with well-defined burner 
ports. If flame appears yellow or burner has a lazy flame, shut furnace down. The burner may be cleaned using a 
steel wire brush and blown clean with air – this is BS as you would have to pull the furnace to inspect. 

Awnings – Lubricate as needed. Clean with water every three months and deep clean every couple years. (Deep 
cleaned top and bottom on 12/3/21 

 The best method of keeping the arms and braces operating smoothly is to clean them.  Periodically wash out the 
channels with running water to keep them clean.  If the channels still do not slide easily, lightly spray the joints 
and/or inside of the channels with a dry silicone lubricant after the arms have been cleaned and dried 
thoroughly. 

 I’m thinking a good time to clean the top of awnings is during roof maintenance and the bottom when I wash 
the rig. 

 I had to go to the company for the maintenance steps. We have a Carefree by Colorado. 

 Periodically check that the fasteners are tight (checked on 4/18/21 and lock tight one of them.) 

 Hose fabrics off on a monthly basis with clear water.   



 In most environments, a thorough cleaning will be needed every two to three years 

 When cleaning fabric always use a natural soap, never detergent.  Water should be cold to lukewarm, never 
more than 100°F.  Air-dry only.  Never apply heat to the fabric.  Always allow the fabric to dry thoroughly before 
rolling up the awning 

 If water pools on top of awning in places, retract the awning to drain so it does not stretch fabric. Also, if mildew 
appears then wash more frequently. The fabric is mildew resistant. 

 For motor maintenance just check that the sealant is providing a good seal and no water is accumulating on the 
wiring 

 Rollers require just a clean track. I’ve tried lubricating and nothing works better than just keeping track clean. 

 

RV Gas Electric Fridge – Annually 

 I’m going to watch another online video for this one. (this is a good video – watch it first) 

o I suggest you watch the video then go and do the maintenance  

 Check seals around doors inside with piece of paper. (2/27/22). Did this at same time as defrost. Also cleaned 
all seals with windex. 

o You can use hair dryer if seals are not tight on paper. 

 There is a tube that runs outside the RV that has a cap on it. This is moisture drain and cap allows water to drip.  
(8/22)   

 After you have the two outside covers off then generally clean the area and/or vacuum. (7/22)   

o Blow off the heat exchange with air. That’s the black tubing near the bottom of fridge. 

 You can see by looking outside to make sure there is insulation around the sides of the fridge and not gaps.  
These RV fridges work by drawing cool air from bottom and venting out the top. 

 Note – Thermistor limit switch for fan is 130 degrees part number 3104133016. Ventilator fan kit part number is 
3108705.744 for part references. 

 Below are more advanced and not the basic maintenance steps in case unit not working well 

o Check for gas leaks with fridge on. 

o Clean burner. With fridge off unplug from the 120 VAC outlet and turn off the manual shut off valve. 
Remove cover from burner housing. Clean the burner tube with a brush. Blow out the burner with 
compressed air.  

o Flame should be clear blue. Verify the burner jet slots are centered under the flue tube. 

o Check electrode for proper location and gap which is 1/8” to 3/16” 

o If it’s not working on gas: 

 It is possible to pull the burner tube out to clean it. If it shows sign of excessive stain. 

 You can tap gently on flu tube with screwdriver and hammer to check for debris and vacuum 
that up. 

o Check orifice and blow out with gentle air. 

 

Air Conditioner – As needed inside foam filters. Probably annually outside on roof. (7/13/20)  

 I needed to watch a video. 

 Use Evap-Fresh no Rinse spray on evaporator coil fins because water would run down in RV. Bush out fins to 
straighten and get dirt out. You can actually just use this in place of Frost King foaming as well. It’s just more 
expensive. Will need 10mm socket and extension to get at inner cover over evaporator coils. Were not that dirty 
at all after 16 months. 



 Use Frost King foaming cleaner on condenser coil fins. Were not that dirty after 16 months but did need a 
cleaning and made a difference. 

 Clean the six intact filters for the A/C units whenever dirty. I just use water. Also clean screen under max-air 
vents with moist towel.  (Check them periodically, as much as every two weeks under heavy usage) 

o I generally just check one in bedroom return air vent and if it’s dirty I do all of them. 
 Replacement parts are at https://store.tiffinmotorhomes.com – enter 26391 

 Expensive.  I’ll cut my own someday. 
 As a note, best you can do is about 20 degrees difference in cooling between inside air and outside depending 

on humidity. 

Roof – Inspect annually, clean couple times a year – or at will when you are up there.  

 Clean with very soft brush using mixture of Murphey Oil Soap every 6 months or more if parked in bad 
conditions. (12/3/21)  

o Using Murphey and Dawn straight and brushing side to side. Then rinse and repeat if needed. 

 Check all sealing material and everything else you can see for damage or leaks (4/20/22) – need 
to keep an eye on clear sealant where gutter touched roof membrane. 

 Per others, Bryan says they use a HAPS free sealant around the roof where it meets the 
gutter. SILAPRENE ALL WEATHER HAPS FREE SEALANT RY12724-600 
(krayden.com) – This is what they use at factory for roof where it meets the 
gutter. 

o Our roof is a TPO 

 

Hydraulic Slides and Leveling System – see below for intervals 

 Check fluid level when legs are retracted (10/20) 
o Per Lipiert, check every 12 months. Check fluid level. Always fill reservoir with jacks and slides in the fully 

retracted position.  If fluid is milky, pink and murky and not clear red in color, drain reservoir and add 
new fluid. Hydraulic fluid in reservoir should be changed a minimum of every 5 years. 

o Clean and inspect all power unit electrical connections. Apply dielectric grease to connections if you 
clean off corrosion. 

o System uses Type A Automatic Transmission Fluid. ATF with Dextron III or Mercon 5 is recommend by 
Lippert 

 Spray legs with a silicone lubricant every 3 months (I actually check them before every trip and wipe them 
down using a rag which I’ve applied a thin amount of CRC to, especially if I see any dust or dirt). 

o If jacks are down for extended periods, it is recommended to spray exposed jack rods with a silicone 
lubricant every 3 months for protection. If the unit is located in a salty environment, it is recommended to 
spray the rods every 4 to 6 weeks. 

o Use CRC Heavy Duty Silicone Lubricant but okay per Tishomingo Service Center to use same stuff I use 
on the hydraulic slides.  

o Do not retract them with dirt on them as it will wear out the bushings. Inspect before you retract and 
use rag with lubricant on it to clean) 

o Used a towel and got black gunk where leg slides up into sleeve above. 

 

More on Slides – Every six months. Some annually. 

 Spray gears and teeth of hydraulic mechanism with lube every six months. 

o Use CRC Power lube with PTFE (2/14/22) 



 Spray outside and under slide rubber seals every six months with Thetford rubber seal spray. This is the rubber 
areas exposed to the sunlight.  (2/14/22)   

o There are seals under the slide which I’ve found to get dirty and believe they should be cleaned and 
lubed more often than annually even if they are out of the sun.  (2/12/22) 

 Spray inside rubber seals annually with Thetford rubber seal spray. After 18 months they did no look bad. Might 
just shoot some spray inside from outside access and call it good. (11/18/20). 

 For electric slides (like bedroom) – Vanleigh owner’s manual says no lubrication required and could actually 
harm long-term durability. Others say use CRC lubricant with PTE a couple times a year. Bedroom, manual says 
don’t spray, Schwintech says do.  Watched video and sprayed on 6/5/21. 

o Check all four (4) gear racks installed on the exterior sidewalls of the slide room for debris (if found, 
remove debris immediately). 

o Clean with mild soap and water. No lubricant is necessary. 
o Some use Blaster Dry Lube with Teflon Blaster 9.3 oz. Advanced Dry Lube with Teflon-16-TDL - The 

Home Depot 

 Operate the slides once or twice per month to keep the slides lubricated. 

 Clean and seal inside storage doors rubber and window rubber (2/10/22).  

 

Roll and Lock Retractable Bed Cover (8/1/22). Has three-year warranty from 2/20). Check cannister every six months 
for now. 

 Like it better than Pace Edwards 

 Do not use Armor-All or any other silicon based cleaners on the cover. 

 Open and close the cover periodically as it is self lubricating 

 Remove the cannister cover periodically to clean it out?  

o Clogged after five months last time, this time was half clogged. 

 Remove the drain tubs periodically and clean them out?  

 Use a generous amount of 303 brand protectants on the inside of the rails. Repeat until they are clean and 
lubricated. (Ongoing – generally whenever I wash truck I treat top) 

 Don’t open it with debris on it to start with will keep most out of cannister. Can run water on top towards 
cannister and if it drains from the bottom of truck you should be okay. 

 

Batteries/Jump Start Brick – check every six months for now.  

 Check water level and add the preferred distilled water as needed. Tap water is okay. (4/23/22) 

o Went a year and has not needed water added. 

o The proper method recommended by most battery manufacturers is to add enough water so that the 
cell plates are completely submerged, but not so much that the water is up to the battery case cell cap 
vents. The proper fill level, according to battery manufacturers, is approximately 1/4-inch below the fill 
well bottom. 

 Spray connections with battery corrosion stuff as needed. 

 I bought gallon of distilled water and saved some in a plastic bottle for next time.  

 Check or charge jump start brick (8/11/22) – Was at 61% after six months but had used it a month later to 
jump a car. 

o Had only lost 30% after six months storage. Battery was still at 70%. Had been left on next time I 
checked and was at 2%. 



 Note: Per owner’s manual the 12VDC electrical system is designed for usage with a Group 27, deep cycle 
battery.  Works with flooded lead acid, AGM, and gel batteries. The battery is considered discharged at 11.8 
volts, and dead at 11.65 volts. When voltage drops below those levels, permanent damage may occur. 

 

Water Filters (8/7/22 both changed)  - need to check no later than at 6 months.  

 Change every 5-6 months depending on usage.  

o My guess is that if filter is good for 3,000 gallons then change out every 4.22 months.  

o I bought Watts Maxetw last time that’s good for 3,000 gallons 
 If I was to empty grey tank every five days, then that would only be 540 gallons used a month.  

Add on dumping black tank every eight days that add 170 gallons a month. 
 Guess is 710 gallons a month go through this filter. 
 3,000/710 is 4.22 months. (I went seven months once and it was okay, went 5 months another 

time and it was not. But now I have a good filter combo.) 
 Last filter was 6,000 gallons so double that. I changed when taste of chlorine came through. 
 Note: 11/20 I started buying a six month outside filter to see if that works better. That way it 

expires at the same time as the whole house filter. 
 

 Examples of replacement types for whole house cannister are 5 Micron 
o Watts F109009 5 Micron Filter 
o Watts-Maxetw-975 C-Max (I like this one) 
o Hydro Life C-2471 (ordered one on 6/9/21 because Watts C Max not available)  
o EVO 5.0 Filter Cartridge  
o WaterFilterTree – WWC105 
o Camco EVO 

 Standard 2 7/8 x 9 ¾ 
 What I did was write on a piece of tape on display in utility bay as to when I changed the filters. I also know we 

use maybe 12 gallons a water a day so do the math to decide when to change. 
 For outside hose filter I like Valterra Aquafresh GAC/KDF – I changed at six months last time at same interval as 

interior cannister. 

 

Wheel and Tire Pressure (Need to check spare on occasion which is E rated in our case so 80 PSI)  

(Note – replaced tires on 2/3/22 at about 14,500 miles towing – had new tires balanced) 

o Check torque on wheel lug nuts. Should be 120 foot pounds per mechanic at service center for our size lug nuts 
and slicker on the Lippert pin box. (Ongoing but done on 5/16/22 – all good) – I had already completed the 
mandatory three checks after replacing tires in Florida. 

o They were tight when I bought the trailer, six months later I found two that had slightly loosened. Note, 
if you ever pull a tire off and you have aluminum wheels make sure you follow the suggested order 
when putting lugs back on. Then stop down the road and check the torque again. 

o Owner’s manual says check before every move and check every three months.   
o Cold pressure on our G rated tires is 110 pounds (Ongoing) 
o If spare is E rated then it gets 80 pounds 
o Check spare tire pressure – start with every six months. (2/3/22) 

 I already cranked it down to make sure system works. 
 I also cleaned and lubed rim as it had rust spots. 

o We had our RV weighed and since we are well under max weight (for each individual tire) theoretically 
we could lower the tire pressure from its max. I’m running mine at max weight and will tolerate them 
being slightly lower and bring out the air compressor less often. 

o If you know the load weight that is on a specific tire then you can check the manufacturers charts and 
they will tell you the best pressure for that tire. On our RV two tires have the same load and one other is 



close. Another has 400 pounds more on it when our water tank is full and it is under the heavier slide. 
Personally, if I was to change the pressure based on charts I would air them all the same based on which 
tire has the most weight.  

 
Wheel Bearings: Local trailer expert in Livingston TX says for full time travel, for safety, it’s best to inspect annually 
and repack every 10 – 12,000 miles.  Done on 11/3/21 at 13,511 miles 

 Note: Service Center says be careful putting extra grease in zerks on bearings as usually people over do it. They 
say repacking maybe every 13,000 miles is the best. 

o Local trailer repair guy in Livingston Texas says inspect annually. Repack every 10 – 12,000 miles. Also 
says when built they don’t put enough grease in so adding a couple pumps of grease is okay – but only 
once. Then after they are serviced no need to add grease at any time. He uses the red colored grease. 
On 1/20/21 I added two pumps of grease to each bearing zirk which is the only time I’ll most likely do 
this. On 11/3/21 service center repacked.  

o Owners manual says inspect at 12 months and repack at 36,000 miles! – wrong per expert because of 
our type of travel.  

o Manual says to change tire - Place a Hydraulic Jack on the frame close to the spring hanger. Raise the 
trailer until the tire clears the ground. NEVER attempt to use a stabilizer jack to lift the RV. 5. Set up a 
Jack Stand under the frame just to the rear of the tire being changed, then change your tire 

 Below are notes from the forums: (I’m not necessarily suggesting do any of this without further study) 
o Per Vanleigh forums E Sven Calrson 

 Begin pumping new grease into fitting. The previously used grease will begin to exit the bearing 
cavity through the outer bearing and fill the cap around the nozzle of the grease gun. Others are 
warning me not to do this because grease can get on brakes. They suggest a couple pumps of 
grease only. 

 To evenly coat the bearings, spin the hub during grease application. So you have to raise the 
tires for this. 

 To get old grease to come out the entire cavity and bearing have to be full of grease. Again 
others are warning me against adding this much grease and suggest just having the bearing 
repacked annually. 

 Uses Lippert, TI-213 Superlube hub 

 Some are against adding grease, to include E Sven Calrson has an RV repair shop handle it. Some say the best 
way to add grease to wheel bearings is to repack bearings and inspect them for damage at the same time. That’s 
also a good time to have brakes inspected/adjusted if required. 

o On forums the Lippert recommendation was every 12 months or 36,000 miles and two said they 
inspected the grease at 13,000 miles and it looked new. 

 With the tire raised off the ground, the outside edge of the tire, the movement should not be more than 1/4" 
inch. Any play should be barely noticeable. This is how to inspect that the castle nut is tightened properly. 

 My Ram truck owner’s manual has wheel bearing inspections at 30,000 miles 

 

Tire Rotation/Balance and Alignment. – Local expert says rotate in X pattern if you want, but not necessary if tire 
ware is even. Balance if you want but not required at 5,000 miles. Balanced on 2/3/22 when new 

 Vanleigh suggests every 5,000 miles for rotation from front to back and side to side. (different pattern than 
locale expert. (Kyle). 

 Unless I’m seeing strange tire wear patterns, I’m not worried about the alignment. 
 If I have them rotated, then I’ll have them balanced.  Remember they generally age out before the tread wears 

out anyway. It might be worth rotating and balance the first few years. 
 Probably when I have the wheel bearings repacked and brakes inspected that would be a good time to rotate 

and balance tires.  
 Or I might just not worry about it until a tire shows different wear and then rotate it to a different position.  



 Owner’s manual says change tires which have only 1/16th inch tread left. If checking with a penny and you can 
see the top of Lincoln’s head then you need new tires. 

 

Brakes – Electric Drum- Inspect annually Done 11/3/21 

 Should be adjusted and inspected annually. – Note Service Center says they are self-adjusting 
o Local expert says having shop inspect is best because they can check for pad wear and do close up, hard 

to see areas. Says good time for brakes is at the time you do your bearing inspection. 
 Check wiring for fray and bare spots  
 Brake Controller check for amperage and modulation every 6 month?  This is a truck thing. 

o Local Expert – Kyle in Livingston – says no need to do this with my truck’s fully auto and integrated 
system. The truck will tell me if there is a problem and as we tow all the time we would know. 

o This might be good reference website: https://itstillruns.com/check-brake-controller-trailer-
7853335.html 

o Another site for info at etrailer: https://www.etrailer.com/question-129648.html 

 

Suspension (Morryde 4000 installed 11/3/21) and Pin Box 

o Torque U-Bolts at least every 6 months. 90 foot pounds (5/20/22 all good) 
o I found a couple nuts that had loosened.  Uses short 7/8” 
o If possible, torque while under load. 

o Torque Shackles to recommended 30-50 foot pounds – I have been using 40 pounds without issue. Service 
center uses 50 pounds. Morryde says 40 pounds and Lippert says 50. I will use 40 pounds. Morryde says cross 
member bolts are 15 pounds at the hanger and flange bolts in center of cross bar is 40 pounds. Sent email to 
Morryde who says remaining dry bolts (on blue arm) are 40 pound torque.  (5/20/22 all good other than one 
bolt on blue arm) 

o Use a 11/16th on torque wrench side and 7/8” to holt bolt on other side to hold in place. 
o Torque Pin Box bolts depending on size. Ours are 1”? 120 pounds per sticker on side but mechanic though closer 

to 200 pounds.. Done 11/3/21 at Service Center. Should not have to do again. 
o Friend had two bolts come loose after a couple years which caused the pin box to go up and down in the 

front, closing the gap between the front of the pin and the underside of fifth wheel front cap. So it’s 
possible these large bolts can loosen in time. 

o See the Torque Settings from Vanleigh chart in maintenance notes. I checked again on 2/27/20 and think I 
included the correct setting above. 

o Note – We have leaf springs and not torsion axles. 
o For wet bolts for spring hangers. According to Lippert grease with multipurpose grease, NLGI code GC-LB until 

grease comes out around bolts.  Check them every six months is what I’m doing. I saved a PDF with instructions.  
(11/3/21 greased with red grease. Note my old plastic bushings looked good. Went to bronze on 11/3/21. 

o Dean and others say they just give it a couple squirts every six months. 
o Morryde says inspect every 9,000 miles.b 
o Don’t get this confused with the bearings which is a different process. 

o As grease gun is out this is a good time to grease fifth wheel hitch to include grease zerks. 
o Check hanger welds which I quickly check every time we move and annually when I paint rust under the trailer. 

(11/3/21) 

 

Water Heater (8/7/22) – drain and flushed.  Checked after three months and was just getting milky. At four months I 
had chunks coming out. 

o We have a Dometic (Atwood) model GC10A-4E that does not have an anode rod to change 
o Shut off city water and pump 
o Shut off water heater and let cool one to two hours (I just released pressure and started right away. 
o Open low point hot and cold drains in wet bay. After all water drains out then close them. I just let the water 

empty from tank. 



o Remove hot water drain plug which is 15/16” using a six point socket or be careful not to strip the plug. 
o Let water drain out then use a Camco hot water heater rinser to hose out the tank. 
o Make sure the hot water tank is full before you turn it on. Open a sink to make sure the tank is full and the air 

is out. Never turn on a hot water tank unless it is full of water. 
o Check main burner orifice. 
o Clean and adjust main burner. (I’d need to read manual for this, if burner is running well I’m leaving it alone) 

This not is from manual. 
o Main burner and valve manifold must align with each other 
o Check electrode for cracked porcelain  
o Check electrode for proper gap - 1/8" between electrode and ground. 
o If module board functions intermittently, remove board and clean terminal block with pencil eraser 
o Our hot water thermostat is not adjustable. You can buy and replace if you want. I read many thermostats are 

pre-set at 140 degrees? I suspect one reason we have (in six months) never ran out of hot water even with two 
taking a shower is because the water is so hot in the tank. And therefore, requires less hot water when mixed 
with cold for a shower. And this is with the tank set on electric heat only! When I turn on the propane heat with 
the electric the water heats 4x as quickly.  I generally only use propane to get the tank heated more quickly 
when it has been sitting without heat or I just drained and refilled it. 

 

Fresh Water Tank Sanitization (6/26/20 tank only sanitized) (3/30/22 drained, rain clear, filled with 4 gallons) 

 Look into using Thetford fresh water tank sanitizer 

 I’ve found water to remain in tank even after draining which is a good reason to sanitize the tank. 

 I wonder if it’s really necessary to sanitize water lines if you are using them every day. Holding tank yes, 
especially if you allow water to sit in it. 

 Vanleigh manual says need to sanitize only when new, on one that has not been used for a length of time or 
one that may have become contaminated. They also recommend to sanitize before long periods of storage. 

 Need to sanitized water bladder at same time 

 Note: On our trailer fresh water filling the tank is not filtered by the onboard filter. It is filtered after it leaves the 
tank. I have an external filter at the hydrant that I use to catch sediments. I wonder if you filter out the water 
treatment if the water goes bad more quickly in the tank?  We travel with about 10 gallons and drain the tank 
every now and then.   

 First, just open your tank drain valve and empty your water tank. You do not have to empty it using your water 
pump. If you do have an external water filter that you use.  

 If you do, take the filter out and put some Clorox in and run the water to your water tank. Then you would have 
a bleach mixture in your tank.  

 Shut off your hot water tank heater. Take the drain plug out of the bottom of water heater, open up pressure 
relief on top to let the water drain out. Put plug back in. 

 Turn on your water pump and let it refill you water heater with the bleached water.  

 Then just open up the faucets and flow the bleached water through all the pipes.  

 Empty water tank and refill with fresh water probably a couple of times. 

 Then drain water heater and refill with fresh water.  
 Fresh Water Tank Sanitation (Another way per book) 

 One gallon of water and ½ cup bleach. 
o Use one gallon of solution for every 15 gallons of tank capacity 
o Use 4.5 gallons of solution for this unit. 
o Allow solution to sit in tank no less than 4 hours 
o Make sure and remove house water filter first. 



 Or you can pour the bleach in your fresh water hose and hook it to a hydrant. I like this because it 
sanitizes the hose as well. 

 

3500 Watt Portable Generator  

 On 3/30/22 I ran the fuel all the way out. Gas that is in there and can is from 11/20? 
 Every 8 hours check oil level clean air intake and muffler 
 Every 50 hours or once a year clean air filter and change oil (Sep. 2019 last oil change) if operating under heavy 

load or in hot environments. 
 Every 100 hours change oil, clean/adjust spark plug, Check adjust valve clearance (by dealer), clean spark 

arrester, clean fuel tank and filters (by dealer) 
 Every 250 hours clean combustion chamber (by dealer) 
 Every three years replace fuel line 


